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ethnic define ethnic at dictionary com - adjective pertaining to or characteristic of a people especially a group ethnic
group sharing a common and distinctive culture religion language or the like referring to the origin classification
characteristics etc of such groups, androgynous define androgynous at dictionary com - neither clearly masculine nor
clearly feminine in appearance the androgynous look of many rock stars botany having staminate and pistillate flowers in
the same inflorescence, ministry of foreign affairs japan wikipedia - the ministry of foreign affairs gaimu sh is a cabinet
level ministry of the japanese government responsible for the country s foreign relations the ministry was established by the
second term of the third article of the national government organization act and the ministry of foreign affairs establishment
act according to the law its chief is a member of the cabinet and, foreign affairs disambiguation wikipedia - foreign affairs
or foreign policy consists of strategies chosen by a state to safeguard its national interests and to achieve goals in
international relations foreign affairs may also refer to, diplomacy definition of diplomacy by the free dictionary - di plo
ma cy d pl m s n 1 the art or practice of conducting international relations as in negotiating alliances treaties and
agreements 2 tact or skill in dealing with people placating the angry customer required delicate diplomacy diplomacy, vet
definition of vet by the free dictionary - disclaimer all content on this website including dictionary thesaurus literature
geography and other reference data is for informational purposes only, dictionary american marketing association internet corporation for assigned names and numbers is a global non profit corporation formed to oversee a select range of
internet technical management functions currently managed by the u s government or by its contractors and volunteers, cea
definition of cea by medical dictionary - any substance capable under appropriate conditions of inducing a specific
immune response and reacting with the products of that response that is with specific antibody or specifically sensitized t
lymphocytes or both antigens may be soluble substances such as toxins and foreign proteins or particulates such as
bacteria and tissue cells however only the portion of the protein or
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